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Image Article

In the current image article, we investigate anti-cancer Nano drugs’ effects’ trend on human pancreas cancer cells and tissues prevention, diagnosis and treatment process under synchrotron and X-Ray radiations with the passage of time using Mathematica (Figure 1) [1-90]. Furthermore, we have computationally simulated medical, medicinal, clinical, pharmaceutical and thera-

Figure 1: Different high-resolution various angles images of anti-cancer Nano drugs’ effects’ trend on human pancreas cancer cells and tissues prevention, diagnosis and treatment process under synchrotron and X-Ray radiations with the passage of time [1-90].
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peutics oncology of human pancreas cancer translational Nano drugs delivery treatment process trend under synchrotron and X-Ray radiations with the passage of time using Mathematica (Figure 2) [1-90].

It can be clearly and fortunately concluded that translational Nano drugs delivery treatment process possesses an acceptable and reasonable positive trend after a hundred days.
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Figure 2: Computational simulations of medical, medicinal, clinical, pharmaceutical and therapeutics oncology of human pancreas cancer translational Nano drugs delivery treatment process trend under (a) Synchrotron (after 10 days); (b) X-Ray (after 10 days); (c) Synchrotron (after 100 days); (d) X-Ray (after 100 days) radiations using Mathematica [1-90].
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